Get paid to help classmates
conduct research
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Download the UBDI App & link
accounts in the digi.me app
Once you download UBDI from Google Play or the Apple App Store, we
will provide you a secure & encrypted data vault through our partner
digi.me. Link between 2 and 5 accounts to qualify for the study.
Remember, digi.me never sees, holds, or touches your data.
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Add custom tag UMICH during
signup to be matched with the study!
Adding this as a custom tag on the home page will match you with a special
study sponsored by Michigan students. You can also add custom tags later in
the PrivateMatch tab. Finish adding tags to match with future studies!
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Select the research study sponsored
by the School of Information

at least 2 of the
: Fitbit, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,

To qualify for the study, make sure UBDI shows you have linked
following accounts in the data sources tab

Google Fit, Garmin and Spotify


- If the study is locked, try adding sources

- If you don’t see the study, make sure you’ve entered the custom tag

- You’ll know the source is connected when you see green checkmarks ---->
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Learn about your school, while
you contribute to research
You’ll be helping University of Michigan students create sentiment
analysis tool to see how moods change on campus during game days,
midterms, and breaks! The school of information will use natural
language processing to guage the positive and negative sentiments of
your posts and activity.
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Earn cash and UBDI points
You’ll get $10 cash just for participating with 5 sources, and once you’re
done, you can continue to participate in other UBDI studies that appear in
your feed which can earn you hunderds or even thousands more!
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